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same sign. Increasing ordering and Psum ordering are preferable to the decreasing
ordering when all the summands are positive (or negative). However, the decreasing
ordering
is recommended
when there is heavy cancellation in the sum, that is, when
n
n
| i=1 xi |  i=1 |xi | (see [9]). The common disadvantage of these methods is that
sorting is time-consuming.
1.2. Using high-precision accumulators. Although these kinds of methods
use almost the same algorithms as recursive summation, we classify it here since it
has special assumptions and a diﬀerent error analysis.
Demmel and Hida [5] analyze four algorithms for summing n ﬂoating-point numbers xi using at least one accumulator with higher precision. They assume that there
exist several extra precise ﬂoating-point registers with F (F > f ) signiﬁcant bits,
where f is the number of signiﬁcant bits in the xi . The ﬁrst two algorithms, mentioned in their paper, sort xi by decreasing magnitude and use one F accumulator to
sum the ﬂoating-point numbers using recursive summation, while the other two use
more F accumulators to avoid sorting.
To guarantee that each of these summation algorithms always obtains a result
whose rounding error is about 1.5 ulp (unit in last place [10]), the number of summands
must have an upper limit. Demmel and Hida consider various values of f and F
arising from computations in the IEEE ﬂoating point standard. The limits of n for
the four algorithms are provided and some proofs are made in [5]. According to
their conclusions, we can choose the cheapest algorithm to use for any particular n.
However, in practice, there is no such accumulator available in computer when we use
the highest precision type of ﬂoating-point numbers.
1.3. Compensated summation. Compensated summation is derived by Kahan [12] from Gill who notices that the rounding error in the sum of two numbers
could be estimated by subtracting one of the numbers from the sum [9].
Algorithm 1. Compensated summation.
//the input data are n ﬂoating-point numbers, xi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
//the output is the sum, s.
//e, temp, and y are ﬂoating-point numbers used as temporary variables.
1. s ← 0, e ← 0.
2. For i ← 1 to n
(a) temp ← s.
(b) y ← f l(xi + e).
(c) s ← f l(temp + y).
(d) e ← f l(f l(temp − s) + y).
3. End.
This method is recommended as an eﬃcient and reliable summation algorithm
for general data [1], but it has two weaknesses. One is, e ← f l(f l(temp − s) + y) is
not always the exact correction, since it is based on the assumption that |temp| ≥ |y|
and β ≤ 3 (see [14]). The other oneis, the addition
ny ← f l(xi + e) does not always
n
satisfy f l(xi + e) = xi + e. When i=1 |xi |  | i=1 xi |, compensated summation
does not yield a small error. However, when all the summands have the same sign,
this method guarantees perfect relative accuracy (as long as nu ≤ 1, where u is the
unit roundoﬀ) [9]. The improved Kahan–Babuska summation (iKBS) [18] (IV,1) is
a variation of the compensated summation. This method can obtain higher accuracy
n to some extent
n than compensated summation for sums with heavy cancellation
( i=1 |xi |  | i=1 xi |). More variations of the compensated summation are given
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and compared in [10, 18, 19, 20]. They use slightly more complicated operations to
compensate the error, and some of them sort the original data before implementing
compensated summation.
1.4. Distillation algorithms. Distillation algorithms are ﬁrst summarized by
Kahan (see [9]). For summation of xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), they iteratively construct
n
n
(k)
(k)
(k)
(k)
ﬂoating-point numbers x1 , x2 , . . . , xn such that i=1 xi = i=1 xi , terminating
n
(k)
when xn approximates i=1 xi with relative error at most u = 12 β 1−t (see [10]).
Anderson presents a new algorithm, named modiﬁed deﬂation, for ﬂoating-point
summation in [1], which is a kind of distillation algorithm. This algorithm mainly
utilizes the high performance of compensated summation method when all the summands have the same sign. It deﬂates (see (1.3)) two ﬂoating-point numbers with
opposite signs iteratively until the sum of positive numbers, s+ , and the sum of negative numbers, s− , satisfy
 


(1.2)
f l f l(s+ + s− )/f l(s+ − s− )  = 1,
which is a compromise to the condition that all the residual numbers have the same
sign. And one deﬂation is a special case of compensation,
(1.3)

ŝ = f l(a + b),

ê = f l(f l(a − ŝ) + b),

where |a| ≥ |b| and ab ≤ 0. It has been proven that the deﬂation (1.3) is always exact,
namely a + b = ŝ + ê, irrespective of the radix β (see [1, 20]). However, it is clear that
we have ŝ = a and ê = b when |a|  |b|, which will result in an inﬁnite loop. To avoid
this ﬂaw, Anderson aﬃliates the reduction algorithm that reduces a to two numbers
w and v, where v is much smaller than w and f l(w + v) = w + v = a. After several
times of reduction, the value of v is small enough to make one deﬂation such that
ŝ = v and ê = b. When (1.2) is satisﬁed, it uses Kahan’s compensated summation to
sum up the remainders. Since each step of deﬂation is exact, the error is produced at
the last step. Thus, the error bound of this method is very small as long as nu ≤ 1
(see section 1.3).
1.5. Other methods. Two additional methods are also compared by Higham
in [9]. They are pairwise summation (also known as cascade summation) and insertion
method. The pairwise method [15] can work eﬃciently in parallel. For example when
n = 8, the pairwise summation can be written as S = ((x1 + x2 ) + (x3 + x4 )) + ((x5 +
x6 ) + (x7 + x8 )). The insertion method is based on sorting. First, it sorts all the xi
by order of increasing magnitude. And then, it removes the ﬁrst two numbers and
inserts the sum of them into the remainder summands, maintaining the increasing
order. The process is repeated until the ﬁnal sum is obtained. However, Higham
[9] indicates that “no one method is uniformly more accurate than the others.” Here
the methods that he refers to are recursive summation of three orderings, in section
1.1, compensated summation, in section 1.3, and the two methods mentioned in this
subsection.
In the next section, we present a new distillation algorithm for ﬂoating-point
summation and analyze the error bound of it. We get inspiration from the error
analysis in section 2 and make an improvement to our algorithm in section 3. The
new algorithms are compared with other methods in section 4. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in section 5.
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2. A new distillation algorithm. Each ﬂoating-point number, say y, can be
represented in the form
(2.1)

y = ±0.y1 y2 . . . yt × β ey ,

where each digit yi satisﬁes 0 ≤ yi ≤ β − 1, y1 = 0 for normalized numbers, and
y1 = 0 for denormalized numbers [10]. We do not consider the ﬂoating-point overﬂow
and underﬂow in our algorithms. In the ﬁrst subsection, we present an exact addition
algorithm for two arbitrary ﬂoating-point numbers. Then we use this algorithm iteratively to construct a new distillation algorithm for the summation of n ﬂoating-point
numbers. The last subsection is the error analysis for the algorithm.
2.1. Exact addition. To make every step of summation absolutely accurate, we
consider how to obtain the sum and error of addition between two arbitrary ﬂoatingpoint numbers exactly. The diﬀerence between our method and the deﬂation method
(see section 1.4) is that it is not required that the two ﬂoating-point numbers have
opposite signs.
We divide the rounding error into two classes, the truncation error and the carry
error. Given two ﬂoating-point numbers, a and b, where |a| ≥ |b|, we consider the
ﬂoating-point addition between a and b. When the exponents of a and b are not
equal, b, whose exponent is smaller, will right-shift the mantissa to make its exponent
increase until its exponent equals that of a. If the bits discarded by right-shifting have
at least one signiﬁcant digit, the truncation error occurs. Most machines have several
extra digits [2, 3], such as guard digits, used for rounding when truncation error occurs.
For example, t = 4 and β = 10, we assume a = 0.4122 × 106 and b = 0.5952 × 103 .
Then, when the machine has a guard digit, we have f l(a + b) = 0.4128 × 106 and the
error is −0.4800 × 101 , where the digit “9” in b is saved and rounded up. However,
when no guard digit existed, we have f l(a + b) = 0.4127 × 106 and the error is
0.9520 × 102 since the digit “9” in b is simply discarded. This kind of error can be
avoided. Our method ﬁrst deﬁnes a ﬂoating-point number b . Second, let b have the
same value as b, and then clears the last Δe bit(s) of the mantissa of b , where Δe is
the exponent diﬀerence between a and b . Thus, when f l(a + b ) is implemented, all of
the bits discarded by right-shifting b are 0, which means no truncation error occurs
whether the machine has extra digits or not. And we have r = b − b = f l(b − b ),
namely a + b = (a + b ) + r.
However, f l(a + b ) does not always equal a + b , since the carry error may occur
under two conditions when f l(a + b ) is being implemented. The ﬁrst condition is
that the exponent of f l(a + b ) is bigger than that of a. The other one is that the
bit discarded by ﬂoating-point normalizing for the sum is a signiﬁcant digit. After
obtaining the carry error c, we let e ← f l(r + c), where e is just the error that satisﬁes
a + b = s + e. We emphasize that the sum s does not always satisfy s = f l(a + b),
since the value of s is obtained from s = f l(a + b ), which may have 1 ulp diﬀerence
with the value of f l(a + b). But this does not inﬂuence the accuracy of our distillation
algorithm in the next subsection. We will prove the validity of Algorithm 2 after
describing it in detail.
Algorithm 2. Exact addition.
// The inputs are two arbitrary ﬂoating-point numbers, a and b.
// The outputs are the sum s and the error e, where a + b = s + e.
// EXP (x) represents the exponent of the ﬂoating-point number x.
1. If EXP (a) < EXP (b), then swap a and b.
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2. If EXP (a) ≥ EXP (b) + t, then
(a) s ← a, e ← b.
(b) Go to Step 11.
3. r ← 0, c ← 0.
4. b ← b.
5. If EXP (a) = EXP (b), then
(a) s ← f l(a + b).
(b) Go to Step
 9.

6. Clear the last EXP (a) − EXP (b) digit(s) of the mantissa of b . Namely,
set them zero.
7. s ← f l(a + b ).
8. r ← f l(b − b ).
9. If EXP (s) > EXP (a), then
If EXP (s) > EXP (f l(a − s)), then c ← f l(f l(a − s) + b ).
Otherwise, c ← f l f l(a − f l(s/2)) + f l(b − f l(s/2)) .
10. e ← f l(r + c).
11. End.
When EXP (a) ≥ EXP (b) + t, Step 2 sets s and e directly because all the
signiﬁcant digits of b will be cleared by Step 6. Thus, if the algorithm stops from Step
2, then it is clear that a + b = s + e. Otherwise, we have EXP (b) = EXP (b ) after
Step 6. Thus, we have
(2.2)

r = f l(b − b ) = b − b .

If EXP (s) > EXP (a), the carry error may occur. We will prove that the carry error
c obtained from Step 9 is exact, namely c = a + b − s.
Proof. We have EXP (s) = EXP (a) + 1 and ab > 0 when the carry error
occurs. Without loss of generality, we assume a, b > 0, a = 0.a1 a2 . . . at × β ea ,

b = 0.b1 b2 . . . bt × β eb , and s = 0.s1 s2 . . . st × β ea+1 , s1 = 1 or 2.
If EXP (f l(a−s)) < EXP (s), we have f l(a−s) = a−s. Furthermore, Steps 2 and
5 guarantee b is a multiple of ulp(a). Thus, we have c = f l(f l(a − s) + b ) = a − s + b .
Otherwise, we have EXP (f l(a−s)) = EXP (s). If s1 = 1, then a1 +b1 +1−β ≥ a1 ,
namely a1 = b1 = β − 1 and a1 + b1 gets a carry from the next bit. Thus, ai = bi =
si+1 = β−1, i = 1, 2, . . . , t−1, and at +bt ≥ β. But, since EXP (f l(a−s)) = EXP (s),
we must have at = bt = 0. So s1 = 1.
Then s1 = 2. This case happens only when ai = bi = β − 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , t − 1,
and at + bt ≥ β. Moreover, the rounding operation must produce a carry when s
is normalized. So we have s1 = 2, si = 0, i = 2, 3, . . . , t. For example, t = 4 and
β = 10, we assume a = 0.9999 and b = 0.9997. Then, a + b = 1.9996. When 1.9996
is being normalized, the rounding operation discards the last digit “6,” and produces
a carry. We obtain s = f l(a + b ) = 0.2000 × 101 . Hence, we have s/2 = f l(s/2) =
0.1 × βea +1 > a ≥ b , f l(a − s/2) = a − s/2, and f l(b − s/2) = b − s/2. Therefore,
c = f l f l(a − f l(s/2)) + f l(b − f l(s/2)) = a + b − s.
With (2.2), we have
(2.3)

a + b = s + r + c.

Then we will prove that e = f l(r + c) = r + c.
Proof. Consider the addition between two ﬂoating-point numbers, a and b, where
|a| ≥ |b|. If c = 0, then e = f l(r) = r. If c = 0, then we have ab > 0 and a is
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a normalized number because EXP (s) > EXP (a). Without loss of generality, we
assume a, b > 0. According to (2.1), we deﬁne a and b as
a = 0.a1 a2 . . . at × β ea ,

a1 = 0,

b = 0.b1 b2 . . . bt × β eb .
After Step 6 in Algorithm 2, we have
(2.4)

0
+) 0
s1

.
.
.

a1
0
s2

a2
0
s3

. . . at−i+1
...
b1
. . . st−i+2

...
...
...

at−1
bi−1
st

at
bi

0

st+1

× β ea
. . . 0 × β ea
× β ea

where a1 = 0 and s1 = 0. After normalizing s to 0.s1 s2 . . . st × β ea +1 , the last digit,
say st+1 , is rounded oﬀ. Thus, we have
(2.5)

c = ŝ − s = ±x × β ea −t ,

0 < x ≤ β − 1,

where ŝ = s1 .s2 . . . st st+1 × β ea , s is the normalized number for ŝ, c equals the value
obtained from Step 9 in Algorithm 2, and the value of x is determined by the rounding
mode of a certain ﬂoating-point arithmetic. With (2.2) and (2.4), we have

(2.6)

b=
0
−) b =
0
r=
0
+) c = ± 0
e=
0

. b1
. b1
. 0
. 0
. 0

b2
b2
0
0
0

. . . bi
. . . bi
... 0
... x
. . . e1

bi+1
0
bi+1
0
e2

...
bt
...
0
...
bt
...
0
. . . et−i+1

×
×
×
×
×

β eb
β eb
β eb
β eb
β eb

where 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Thus the length of mantissa of r + c is t at most, i.e., e = f l(r + c) =
r + c.
Therefore a + b = s + e, which means Algorithm 2 is an exact addition.
2.2. Distillation. With the exact addition algorithm above, we present a new
distillation algorithm to sum the ﬂoating-point numbers iteratively so as to obtain a
result as accurate as possible. First, the algorithm divides the summands into two sets:
one for positive numbers and one for negative numbers. Second, using Algorithm 2
recursively to obtain the partial sums of the two sets respectively. The error produced
in each exact addition is redistributed to the two sets according to its sign. Then use
Algorithm 2 again to get the whole sum from the partial sums. If neither of the partial
sums can change the value of the whole sum, then stop. Otherwise, repeat the above
operations. We will describe our distillation algorithm in detail.
Algorithm 3. Distillation.
//The inputs are n ﬂoating-point numbers, x1 , x2 , . . . , xn .
//The output is the sum, s
1. Initialize two empty sets, P and N . The positive numbers in x1 , x2 , . . . , xn
are distributed into P, and the negative numbers are distributed into N .
2. s ← 0.
3. e1 ← 0, e2 ← 0.
//Outer loop (Steps 4−16)
4. If e1 = 0, then put e1 into the end of P or N depending on its sign.
5. If e2 = 0, then put e2 into the end of P or N depending on its sign.
6. s ← s.
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7. n1 ← (The current size of P).
8. s+ ← 0.
9. For i ← 1 to n1
//Inner loop 1
(a) Remove the head number of P, say a.
(b) b ← s+ .
(c) Add a and b using Algorithm 2 to obtain e and the new s+ .
(d) If e = 0, then redistribute e to the end of P or N depending on its sign.
10. Add s and s+ using Algorithm 2 to obtain e1 and the new s.
11. s ← s.
12. n2 ← (The current size of N ).
13. s− ← 0.
//Inner loop 2
14. For i ← 1 to n2
(a) Remove the head number of N , say a.
(b) b ← s− .
(c) Add a and b using Algorithm 2 to obtain e and the new s− .
(d) If e = 0, then redistribute e to the end of P or N depending on its sign.
15. Add s and s− using Algorithm 2 to obtain e2 and the new s.
16. If s = s or s = s , then
//Outer loop (Steps 4−16)
 go to Step 4.
17. s ← f l s + f l(e1 + e2 ) .
18. End.
The algorithm cancels the signiﬁcant digits between positive summands and negative summands by order of decreasing magnitude. So the algorithm can end in ﬁnite
number of steps. Furthermore, the process of distillation does not discard any signiﬁcant digit since the addition operation is exact. Therefore, the error is produced only
in the last step.
2.3. Error analysis. When Algorithm 3 reaches Step 17 and before eﬀectuating
Step 17, e1 , e2 , and the sum of the remainder numbers in P and N may have signiﬁcant
digits relative to s. Thus the error of s, before Step 17 is carried out, is

n
n−
+





(2.7)
|e0 | = 
pi +
ni + e1 + e2  .


i=1

i=1

To obtain the bound of the error, we analyze each term of (2.7). For Algorithm 2, we
have
(2.8)

EXP (sab ) ≥ EXP (e) + t,

where sab represents the s in Algorithm 2 to avoid confusion. After Algorithm 3
ﬁnishes Steps 9 and 14, all the numbers in P and N are generated by Algorithm 2.
Since |s+ | and |s− | are increasing gradually, with (2.8), we have


max (EXP (s+ ), EXP (s− )) ≥ EXP (x) + t, x ∈ P ∪ N .
(2.9)
When s = s and s = s (see Step 16 in Algorithm 3), we have
EXP (s) ≥ EXP (s+ ) + t,
EXP (s) ≥ EXP (s− ) + t.
With (2.9), we have
EXP (s) ≥ EXP (x) + 2t,

x ∈ P ∪ N.
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According to (2.1), we obtain
|x| = 0.x1 x2 . . . xt × β EXP (x)
≤ β EXP (x)
≤ β EXP (s)−2t .
Hence, we have
(2.10)


n
+




pi | ≤ |n+ · max(pi ) ≤ n+ · β EXP (s)−2t ,




pi ∈ P,

i=1

and
(2.11)






 n−
EXP (s)−2t


n
|
≤
|n
,
·
min(n
)
j
−
j  ≤ n− · β


 j=1

nj ∈ N ,

where n+ and n− represent the sizes of P and N , respectively. Thus,




n+
n−





|e | = 
(2.12)
pi +
nj  ≤ max(n+ , n− ) · β EXP (s)−2t ,

 i=1
j=1
where pi ∈ P and nj ∈ N . After f ← f l(s + f l(e1 + e2 )) (see Step 17 in Algorithm
3), we have


(2.13)
|e | = (s + e1 + e2 ) − f l(s + f l(e1 + e2 )) ≤ 0.5 (ulp),
where we assume that the ﬂoating-point arithmetic f l(x ± y) is correctly rounded
(when the error is less than 0.5 ulp, the ﬂoating-point number is said to be correctly
rounded) [11]. Therefore, according to (2.7), (2.12), and (2.13), the error bound for
Algorithm 3 is
|e| ≤ |e | + |e |
≤ max(n+ , n− ) · β EXP (s)−2t + 0.5 ulp
= max(n+ , n− ) · β −t + 0.5 (ulps).

(2.14)

And we can approximate the error bound as
|e| ≤ nβ −t + 0.5

(2.15)
Therefore, when nβ

−t

(ulps).

 1, the error bound is 0.5 ulp.

3. Improvement. From the above error analysis, we can estimate the upper
(lower) limit of the next sum of P (N ) according to the current value of s+ (s− ).
This gives us an inspiration to reduce the error bound of Algorithm 3.
When Steps 9 and 14 in Algorithm 3 are ﬁnished, we have (2.9). Thus, we can
get the upper bound for the next |s+ + s− |, say |s+ + s− |. So, we have



 n+
n−




|s+ + s− | = 
pi +
nj 

 i=1
j=1
 
⎞
⎛
 n+   n− 
    
≤ max ⎝
pi  , 
nj ⎠
 i=1   j=1 
≤ max(|pi |, |nj |) · max(n+ , n− )
(3.1)

≤ β max((EXP (s+ ),EXP (s− ))−t · max(n+ , n− ),
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where pi ∈ P and nj ∈ N . Then we modify Step 16 in Algorithm 3 to obtain
Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4. New distillation.
// Steps 1–15, 17, 18, which are the same ones as in Algorithm 3.
16 . (a) ŝ ← β max((EXP (s+ ),EXP (s− ))−t · max(n+ , n− ).
(b) If f l(s + ŝ) = s, then go to Step 17.
(c) Go to Step 4.
//Outer loop (Steps 4−16 )
So the new terminating condition is f l(s + ŝ) = s. Thus, we have




n+
n−





|e | = 
pi +
nj 

 i=1
j=1
≤ ŝ
(3.2)

≤ 0.5 ulp.

However, the ﬁnal operation is unchanged, see Step 17 in Algorithm 3. Therefore,
with (2.13), we have
(3.3)

|e| ≤ |e | + |e | ≤ 1 ulp.

Comparing with (2.15) we reduce the error bound to a constant. Thus, the sum
produced by Algorithm 4 is more reliable than Algorithm 3 when n is extremely
huge. Actually, the sum of remaining numbers in P and N is much less than the
estimated value ŝ in most cases. We broaden the error bound to some extent in order
to make it independent of n.
When adding two binary ﬂoating-point numbers, say a and b, if |a| ≥ |b|, then
the sum and error can be correctly obtained with
(3.4)

ŝ = f l(a + b),

ê = f l(f l(a − ŝ) + b),

proven by Dekker [4], Higham [10], and Knuth [14]. Here, only three ﬂops (ﬂoatingpoint operations) are needed in one addition.
Algorithm 2 . Binary exact addition.
// The inputs are two arbitrary binary ﬂoating-point numbers, a and b.
// The outputs are the sum s and the error e, where a + b = s + e.
1. If EXP (a) < EXP (b), then swap a and b.
2. s ← f l(a + b).
3. e ← f l(f l(a − s) + b).
So, when algorithms are implemented with binary ﬂoating-point arithmetic, the
following algorithm can be used instead of Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 5. New distillation (binary).
// This algorithm is the same as Algorithm 4 except:
//
changing “using Algorithm 2” in Steps 9(c), 10, 14(c), and 15
//
into “using Algorithm 2 .”
4. Results. The algorithms are implemented with Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 on
Pentium IV 1.7 GHz processor. The software environment is Windows 2000 Professional. The type of ﬂoating-point numbers used in our algorithms is double (β = 2,
t = 53), which conforms to IEEE 754 standard [2, 13]. So, Algorithm 5 can be used
here. We test the accuracy of the algorithms by comparing the results with the value
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Table 4.1
Relative errors (in ulps) produced by summation algorithms. Size of random data set N =
100,000, |ΔE| < 100.
Well-conditioned data
Summation
methods
Example 1
Example 2
Recursive [1]
Compensated [9]
iKBS [18]
Modiﬁed deﬂation [1]
Algorithm 3
Algorithm 4
Algorithm 5
Summation
methods
Recursive [1]
Compensated [9]
iKBS [18]
Modiﬁed deﬂation [1]
Algorithm 3
Algorithm 4
Algorithm 5
Summation
methods
Recursive [1]
Compensated [9]
iKBS [18]
Modiﬁed deﬂation [1]
Algorithm 3
Algorithm 4
Algorithm 5
Summation
methods
Recursive [1]
Compensated [9]
iKBS [18]
Modiﬁed deﬂation [1]
Algorithm 3
Algorithm 4
Algorithm 5

250
0
0
0
0
0
0
Random data
Example 1

291
0
0
0
0
0
0
Example 2

990
4,799
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
The ﬁrst ill-conditioned data
Example 1
Example 2
148,784,046,618
56,355,983,702
875,848,218
2,800,479,914
97,220,890
300,008,692
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
The second ill-conditioned data
Example 1
Example 2
1,061,818,183,723,985,500
112,163,757,435,528
34,374,137,666,768
0
0
0
0

1,877,614,346,812,393,000
136,635,642,414,552
6,369,588,672,926
0
0
0
0

ﬁgured out by Java BigDecimal class. The way of comparison is that we save all
the summands, generated by the randomizer, and the results, produced by a certain
ﬂoating-point summation algorithm, to a data ﬁle, and then use a Java program to
read the ﬁle and verify the accuracy of the result. And the running time of each
algorithm is the average of 20 uniform tests.
The accuracy of seven methods is given in Table 4.1. Relative errors in Table
4.1 are computed as |s − si |/ulp(si ), where s is the result calculated by a certain
method listed in the table, and si is the result produced by the inﬁnite precision
summation method. Four kinds of data sets used in our tests are well-conditioned
data, random data, and two ill-conditioned data generated in diﬀerent ways. The
well-conditioned data are the data whose condition
R [10] is R = 1, and
n number
n
the ill-conditioned data are R  1, where R = i=1 |xi |/| i=1 xi |. The ﬁrst illconditioned data are generated as follows. First, we randomly generate one ﬂoatingpoint number, a. Second, let b = −a and randomly change the last 20 digits of b’s
mantissa. Then use the same method repeatedly until all summands are obtained.
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Table 4.2
Time costs (in milliseconds) of summation algorithms. Size of data set N = 2,000,000.
Well-conditioned data
Data
attributes
Recu.
Comp.
iKBS
Incr.
M.D.
Algo. 3
Algo. 4
Algo. 5
|ΔE|<1000
|ΔE|<500
|ΔE|<200
|ΔE|<50
ΔE=0

15
13
15
13
15

38
36
38
34
37

278
280
282
284
281

Data
attributes

Recu.

Comp.

iKBS

|ΔE|<1000
|ΔE|<500
|ΔE|<200
|ΔE|<50
ΔE=0

13
12
12
13
11

40
38
37
36
35

Data
attributes

Recu.

Comp.

|ΔE|<1000
|ΔE|<500
|ΔE|<200
|ΔE|<50
ΔE=0

13
15
16
12
13

36
35
37
39
39

Data
attributes

Recu.

Comp.

291
287
281
300
273
The
iKBS

3864
135
423
3860
137
469
3866
139
596
3883
147
782
3771
140
667
Random data
Incr.
M.D.
Algo. 3
3863
4923
446
3863
3058
491
3866
1630
626
3864
366
810
3777
161
695
ﬁrst ill-conditioned data
Incr.
M.D.
Algo. 3

275
3851
5927
552
278
3850
3694
601
278
3844
1598
756
279
3851
344
754
283
3781
160
652
The second ill-conditioned data
iKBS
Incr.
M.D.
Algo. 3

322
347
431
650
664

296
305
314
364
297

Algo. 4

Algo. 5

341
369
449
676
695

309
316
337
396
332

Algo. 4

Algo. 5

451
490
615
750
651

408
410
425
393
315

Algo. 4

Algo. 5

|ΔE|<1000
14
36
281
3694
444
753
747
|ΔE|<500
14
37
273
3595
441
757
744
|ΔE|<200
14
36
282
3728
408
765
748
|ΔE|<50
11
39
286
3863
365
822
759
ΔE=0
15
37
280
3785
162
693
689
Recu. represents standard recursive summation [1].
Comp. represents compensated summation [9].
iKBS represents the improved Kahan–Babuska summation in Neumaier’s paper
Incr. represents increasing ordering of recursive summation [9].
M.D. represents the modiﬁed deﬂation algorithm [1].
Algos. 3−5 are Algorithms 3−5 presented in this paper.

374
436
403
431
328

[18].

The second ill-conditioned data are generated by the method mentioned in [1]: after
randomly generating n ﬂoating-point numbers, the mean of the data (calculated using
recursive summation) is subtracted from each datum.
The observation is that three methods (Algorithms 3−5) always generate results
without any error. The biggest relative error produced by Anderson’s modiﬁed deﬂation algorithm [1] is 1 ulp in our tests.
The running times of eight summation methods are compared in Table 4.2. Besides well-conditioned data, random data, and ill-conditioned data, ﬁve data attributes
are considered. They are |ΔE| < 1000, |ΔE| < 500, |ΔE| < 200, |ΔE| < 50, and E is
a constant, where E is the exponent of a ﬂoating-point number and ΔE is the exponent diﬀerence between two arbitrary summands. We must emphasize that when it is
the second ill-conditioned data, the data attributes, listed in Table 4.2, are attributes
of the original data used to generate the second ill-conditioned data.
Since the ﬁrst four summation methods in Table 4.2 are independent of the data
attributes, the time complexities of them are stable. On the contrary, Anderson’s
modiﬁed deﬂation method degenerates to compensated summation when the initial
data are well-conditioned. So it performs well in such a condition. But when the data
are the ﬁrst ill-conditioned or random, the time it consumes increases considerably.
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It is noticeable that when the data are ΔE = 0 the modiﬁed deﬂation method
performs very well, although the data set is not well-conditioned. The reason is that
when two ﬂoating-point numbers, a and b, satisfy ab < 0 and EXP (a) = EXP (b),
the error estimation for f l(a + b) is zero since neither a truncation error nor a carry
error occurs under this condition. And the sum, ŝo = f l(a + b), generated in the
last deﬂation, is a multiple of ulp(a) or ulp(b), and also a multiple of ulp(x), where
x is the new number to be deﬂated whose sign is opposite to ŝo . So, no error will be
generated by all deﬂations. Thus, the main loop time of the algorithm is always one
in this case.
Another observation is that the modiﬁed deﬂation method also works fast when
the data are the second ill-conditioned data. We have tested the actual |ΔE| of the
second ill-conditioned data, not the |ΔE| of the original data used to generate them.
The result is that the actual |ΔE| is one when E is a constant, and is about 15 in
the other four cases. Thus, the reduction (see section 1.4) is hardly needed. Since
after reduction the bigger number will be returned to the set of remaining summands,
which will increase the size of data set and the main loop time, we can conclude that
the modiﬁed deﬂation algorithm can work fast when the actual |ΔE| is not very big.
With |ΔE| increasing gradually, it works slower (see Table 4.2) due to a big amount
of reduction.
Algorithms 3−5 are more stable than the modiﬁed deﬂation algorithm (see Table
4.2). Algorithm 5 is faster than Algorithm 4 since Algorithm 2 is much more simple
than Algorithm 2 when it is binary ﬂoating-point arithmetic. The longest running
time of Algorithm 4 is less than one fourth that of the increasing ordering of recursive
summation [9]. In most cases, Algorithms 4 and 5 can ﬁnish after two outer loops.
We can make up the worst case of the original data as the form of
(4.1)

x1 , −x1 , x2 , −x2 , . . . , xl , −xl , y1 , y2 , . . . , ym ,

m  l,

where
f l(xi + xi+1 ) = xi ,

i = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1

and
f l(xl + yj ) = xl ,

j = 1, 2, . . . , m.

In this case, Algorithm 4 needs at least l+1 outer loops to obtain the result since many
useless additions occur, that is, the partial sums are unchanged in most additions
before all the xi have been cancelled. What is more, the total number of summands
decreases little after each outer loop. However, Algorithm 2 directly returns the sum
and the error without implementing any ﬂoating-point arithmetic when the exponent
diﬀerence between two summands is more than t, so Algorithm 4 can work fast as well.
We let l = 30 and l + m = 2, 000, 000 in our numerical tests. The result is Algorithm
4 uses 32 outer loops to complete the summation. And the running time of it is about
4013 milliseconds, which is commensurate with that of increasing ordering of recursive
summation [9] (see Table 4.2). Moreover, this case hardly occurs in practice.
5. Conclusions. We have presented a new distillation algorithm for ﬂoatingpoint summation, which is accurate and fast. Our algorithm iteratively manipulates
the summands without discarding any signiﬁcant digit until the partial sums cannot
change the whole sum. The error bound of our new algorithm (Algorithm 4 or 5) is
irrespective of n and less than 1 ulp. The running time is much shorter than increasing
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ordering of recursive summation [9], and the algorithm is more stable than Anderson’s
distillation algorithm [1], tested with diversiﬁed data sets.
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